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EDITOR’S RANT
On the basis that pubs are often the centre of the community –
particularly rural and metro outskirts – it follows that new and
expanding areas absolutely need new hospitality venues for the
new and approaching residents.
Having spent over a decade in the construction industry and
been a hands-on operations manager at a somewhat run-down
pub in the US, both the renovation and creation of pubs has
always interested me. Patently different from residential or even
commercial construction, the public house is a unique mix of
practical, aesthetic and robust.
There have been times in the past when building a new suburban
pub held few challenges and every flash in the pan residential
surge saw the ubiquitous pub(s) emerge. Centuries ago Britain
allowed every man, woman and dog to throw open the doors of
their home to the public, giving rise to the term ‘public house’, so
long as they served only beer and wine (in an effort to combat
widespread abuse of gin). But 21st century Australia, a place of
relatively moderate alcohol consumption and lifestyles favouring
health and balance, is a very different platform on which to build a
business based in vice-related pursuits.
It is largely this resistance that makes the work of publican
developers building on green fields so worthy of attention and
respect, and the subject of this month’s major feature. The drivers,
obstacles and engineered luck that gets these new pubs open is a
lesson in the tenacity of the industry.
On the news front, spring has manifested in more ways that
one, as the customary bevvy of new acquisitions and emerging
renovations pop up relentlessly in the lead-up to Christmas. I see
this time of year as something of a consolidation of ambitions
that have been brewing over the past nine months, before the
randomness and fervour of silly season shakes everything up and
we all need a good lie down and rethink.
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PURRRFECT FOR HOTELS.
From the South American Mayan region, representing
beauty, grace and knowledge, the black-jaguar’s intense
power is set to make ACTION SPINS™ a commanding feature
in any gaming room.
Designed to pass the Pub test, ACTION SPINS is an exciting
new game style from SG Gaming.
Simple to play and stunning to view ACTION SPINS features
mid and high denomination play selections and three
progressive jackpots.

SELECT A DENOMINATION

5c

RAY BROWN 0417 234 001
DAVID GREY 0410 536 146
Head Office and Showroom
4 Newington Road, Silverwater NSW 2128
www.sggaming.com/australia
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TRADE FEATURE

Menu Upgrade

Pub food has come a long way since the ‘cook your own
steak’ hey day of the 1980s. The hottest food trends reach
pub plates as quickly as they reach high-end dining restaurants.
Emma Castle finds out what’s on-trend for summer, and well into 2019.
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While some pub kitchens churn out the frozen pre-form
schnitzels and chicken nuggets, smart hoteliers know that the
dining public has gotten a lot more savvy; not just about the
provenance and quality of ingredients, but also about health
and wellbeing.
Le Cordon Bleu-trained Chef and Pub Menu Consultant
Tawnya Bahr says says, “The competition is fierce in this
sector. Customers want really good food served in an
interesting environment without the expensive price tag.
Old pubs are becoming new again with cool fit-outs. They
are enticing experienced, talented Chefs – many of whom
are influencers in their own right – to come and man their
kitchens”.

TRADE FEATURE
“Why not do fish and chips, reimagined? The Duke of Clarence
in the Sydney CBD used to do a fab Scotch Egg and has
homemade fish finger sandwiches,” she says.

Better kids’ menus
The lines between family-friendly restaurants and pubs have
become increasingly blurred as hoteliers realise the benefits of
a welcoming, community-centric environment. Pubs like The
Henson on the Park in Marrickville and Coogee Pavilion built
children’s play areas and dedicated games spaces to keep kids
happy, but this is just one element of their strategy; the other
is the Millennial Mum-friendly kids’ menus.

So what does a standout pub food experience look like in
2018?

Trading Up
Chef Adam Moore, currently with NASTA Foods and head
judge for AHA’s Chef of the Year, says that it’s all about trading
up.
“Get rid of really badly done Caesar salads and Parmies with
horrible tomato paste and cheap cheese. Get your butcher to
do fresh crumbed schnitzels for you. Don’t put chips on a plate
just because. Do a nice hand-cut chip if you have time, or a
premium spec chip – and for God’s sake, don’t put them under
the steak so they go soggy.”
The specials board is also a great place to encourage a tradeup – and up-sell. Moore says he is seeing things like marron,
Tomahawk steaks and Chateaubriand on specials menus.
And you can’t overlook the quality of the sauces.
“The Chef at Windsor Hotel in Newcastle hand-makes all the
sauces, from pork jus to madeira-style. He even does a salmon
XO sauce. I am also seeing pubs offering better grades of
mustard, sriracha, tabasco, Beerenberg relishes and chutneys,
instead of tomato and BBQ sauce, and jus instead of gravy,”
says Moore.
Bahr agrees and says that some pubs are winning back diners
with twists on the classics.

Coogee Pavilion’s kids’ menu includes a kid-sized Pasta
Orrechiette dish with bacon, peas and parmesan, a panroasted fish option, and a smoothie menu that is available
until 5pm.
Moore says other great examples of pubs that have recreated
themselves with families in mind include The Seaview Hotel in
Coffs Harbour and The Rutherglen Hotel.
He says, “You have to keep the nuggets, but do a better quality
version. I have also seen some really fun things like wraps,
tacos and one pub I saw recently did a kids’ sharing board
called ‘Monster Food’ that had carrot sticks, cheese tubes,
zucchini fries and sushi on it.”

“One really innovative thing I’ve seen recently was a crab
jaffle,” she says.
“House-made pate and charcuterie is big at the moment, and
we are also seeing more BBQ and smoking techniques used in
kitchens. Think American-style pulled pork, BBQ beef brisket,
smoky ribs – that sort of thing. The Crossroads Hotel in
Liverpool is a great example of a pub that has stepped up. Its
offering now features these items on its menu,” says Bahr.
Carolyn Childs from MyTravelResearch, a research agency that
investigates macro trends influencing tourism and hospitality
globally, says that it’s a good idea to ‘gastro it’ [the menu] – but
make sure it’s still a take on good pub food.
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TRADE FEATURE
Local Love
World Food Travel Association’s Australian Food Ambassador
and AHA Judge Holly Galbraith says that offering local menu
items is everything when it comes to creating a sense of place.
Regardless of whether a pub is located in a tourist area, the
menu should relate to the local environment and community.
“If you are in an area that produces great beef, and it’s not
on the menu, you’re missing an opportunity,” she says. “It’s
not just about supporting your local community; it’s about
creating that connection for your patrons as well. The best
pub menus all feature local produce, from a dish of olives to
locally grown spuds to apple pies made at the local orchard
shop.”

bao buns with soft-shelled
crabs or crispy pork belly
filling, Asian herbs and
greens, seafood, pork and rice
dishes are all front and centre.
The Tennyson in Mascot,
one of the group’s newer
acquisitions, has just opened
an Asian-inspired pop-up
called Kingdom of Rice. This
new pub dining experience
is the result of collaboration
with the team from ACME
– an inner-eastern suburbs
diner. The focus of the menu
is Cambodian street food,
including charcoal-grilled
meats, green mango and papaya dishes, noodles and rice,
with a complementary South East Asian cocktail menu.
South of the Murray, Sand Hill Road executive chef Ash Hicks
reports their menus are influenced by location and occasion.
“At Garden State Hotel, we started a pop-up bao bar in our
kiosk after we noticed a demand for quick-service, hot, handheld items after 9pm. Toasties are always hugely popular too.
One guest ordered 23 wagyu Bolognese toasties for their
group when they returned from a football match at the MCG.”
Hicks also comments on the value and differentiation of their
locations in terms of light menu and always-available items
for patrons to consume.
“At The Espy, Kevin Peter (group bars manager) and I are
working on some snacks to serve as our guests order drinks
in our cocktail bar, The Ghost. We are working on a house
jardinière (lightly pickled vegetables), chips and dip (sebago
potato crisps with whipped cheese) and a ‘nuts n bolts’ mix
made up of curried nuts and cereals.

Trends and Influences
Merivale’s Queen Chow pub restaurants in Manly and Enmore
have proven that a pub crowd will enthusiastically embrace
elegant Asian fare. While there are still pubs doing a roaring
trade with hole-in-the-wall Chinese contractors, the prevailing
trend is more pan-Asian. From Vietnamese pho, to dumplings,
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“The differentiation of snacks is based on location, style and
clientele,” he says “For instance, our fried chicken at Garden
State Hotel in the CBD will be swapped out for a crispy salt ’n’
pepper fried bug roll at The Espy. We will have a more serious
seafood snack focus at The Espy, to befit the seaside location,
while the Garden State’s late-night crowd are keen for sticky
pork bao buns.”

TRADE FEATURE
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Supplied by James Metcalfe
- JRM Hospitality

Visually excite your customers by focusing on dishes
with bright, vibrant colours. This is easily achieved
through using delicious raw produce with dishes like
Poké. This will look good on Instagram and get your
customers doing your marketing for you!
This summer we’re going to see a huge focus on fresh
local produce. With support being thrown behind local
farmers following the drought, as well as a continued
interest in healthy living, fresh vegetables are set to play
a leading role on the menu.

Ingredients
60g fresh tuna
30g edamame beans, shelled
0.1 (ea) radish red
50g brown rice
30g puffed rice grains
10g flying fish roe
5g sesame seed, black
30g wakame seaweed salad
House dressing

Method
1. Put the cooked rice in the bottom of the bowl
with the diced tuna in the centre
2. Add the wakame salad
3. Spoon the flying fish roe into the centre and
scatter all of the other ingredients around
Dress with house dressing and finish with puffed
rice

October 2018 PubTIC | 9

BANG THE DRUM

Why
Social Media?

Why Social Media? Because it is a
research tool for your next customer.
Men At Work’s Michael Willcocks explains.

Some digital marketers will say a good social media strategy
will trump word-of-mouth when it comes to driving new
people into a pub. I don’t agree. Not in Australia, anyway. I’ll
still drive across the city for a good pub roast my brother-inlaw recommended, less likely on the basis of someone’s ‘Like’.

More than ever, people are window shopping when they go
to buy a new pair of jeans or new car, or even a $10 steak.
There is research out there saying that whilst we compete in a
physical environment, most businesses –including pubs – are
competing online.

But I will say that well-executed social media in the hospitality
industry can win new customers, and save those you might
lose before they even walk into your venue.

The modern consumer is checking recent TripAdvisor reviews
written by citizen critics, and consulting Instagram to check
the Wednesday special looks as good as described on the
menu. Many turn to Facebook for a business’ opening hours
and to find what’s on. So it is important to be on Social Media
these days.
You can encourage these people who are ready to purchase to
visit your venue. Don’t tempt them to go to your competitor
just because your Facebook is a ghost town. If you have all the
things the pub industry offers – customer service, community,
good wholesome food and entertainment – why not highlight
it on your social media pages?
For those conscious of their marketing budget, the cost of
being well represented on social media is low; a small amount
of your time, maybe some Facebook advertising spend, and
simply being proud of what’s offered at your hotel.
Five tips for getting that customer through the door using
social media:
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•

Get the highest quality photography you can of your
flagship and popular dishes

•

Start small and grow, starting with platforms you know,
such as Facebook

•

Encourage reviews from your regulars that do rate
your pub 5-stars

•

Ensure the basics are up-to-date, such as your contact
numbers and trading hours

•

Consider how you speak to your customers in person,
and talk the same with your social media audience,
not ‘at’ them, to ensure you sound inviting and are
reflecting great service

MAJOR FEATURE

Green Fields,
Blue Skies
Australia’s ever-evolving social landscape and shifting suburban
sprawl gives rise to new opportunities and construction, including
new and innovative public houses to feed and water the migrating
masses. This has, and will continue, to produce some of the
world-class pubs built in the past decade by pioneering publicans.
Clyde Mooney reports
Take a plot of dirt, build on it, and grow from that ground something that fills
a cultural void for the area while simultaneously becoming a business that in
turn builds the local economy. Sounds simple enough, but like many things, if
it were that easy everyone would be doing it.
Greenfield pub builds in the modern age are the result of many contributing
forces. The hotelier developer that drives the project is perhaps the most vital,
but the vision may never materialise without the right confluence of nous,
adaptability and opportunity.
Although history records thousands of public houses being built in the
late 1800s and early twentieth century, the pace of new venues slowed
considerably with the advent of social change, extended trading hours and
cheap takeaway liquor.
As Australia’s population continues its evolve and migrate to opportunity,
many regional areas find themselves with more pubs than they need.
Correspondingly, despite the modern era of reduced consumption, many
growing regions in both city sprawls and well-positioned rural areas are
in need of new community-minded hospitality venues to meet the new
demand.
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After more than five decades in the game, Arthur Laundy
began building his first pub, in Marsden Park, earlier this year.
The sprawling new facility, complete with its own stateof-the-art brewery, barely had a roof before Laundy Hotels
began work on another new build, at Sydney Olympic Park.
The Marsden Park Hotel & Brewery, now around mid-way
through construction on a 5,900sqm site, will have multiple
bars, a huge beer garden with a large tree in the centre and
giant big screen, cabanas and fire pits. There is gaming, both
an indoor and outdoor TAB area, pizza service area, dining
spaces, and a coffee lounge adjoining the kids’ playground.
There are multiple kitchens and three separate lifts, five
function rooms upstairs that can convert to one room for
1500-pax, as well as parking for a few hundred cars.
The new pub at Sydney Olympic Park will be four levels, built
on 1380sqm. It will include a ground floor bar and courtyard
that connects with adjacent grounds, as well as a rooftop bar.
It is a joint venture between Laundy Hotels and the Cottle
families.
Marsden Park is home to Sydney Business Park, where
FDC Constructions were already building major structures,
including the new Lindt chocolate factory. Knowing
principals at FDC, Laundy recognised opportunity for a longheld dream.
“I’ve always had in mind building a brewery,” he says. “For
many, many years that’s been in my mind. I’ve got the
Arthur Laundy and Robyn Gumbley

Marsden Park Hotel & Brewery (artist rendition)
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Plumpton at Glendenning, just down the road, and I started to
think how it’s a very fast-developing area, so I thought I’d look
for a site. The area was expanding, and I could see it was time
for another hotel.
“Blacktown is the quickest growing area in Australia – that’s a
very interesting statement, made by the Mayor at the turning
of the soil ceremony at Marsden Park.”
In a slightly different circumstance, the pub at Sydney Olympic
Park will be a precursor to recent and upcoming changes in
the area, including demolition of the stadium built for the
Sydney games in 2000, and its replacement.
Contrasting the large lots and broad rollout in Marsden Park,
this second site is being built on a 50-year lease, with rent
negotiated to make it viable. Although the new stadium’s
business will not manifest for some time, the precinct is seeing
a steady influx of higher-density residential dwellings, being
just 17 kilometres west of the CBD.
“We’ll build a hotel somewhere between $14-16 million. It will
be very open, with bistro areas and all that, looking over Cathy
Freeman park. And it will be the closest pub to the stadium.”
Mid-2016 the Malouf family completed and opened their
large-format new pub for the new Macarthur Region suburb
of Gregory Hills. The pub was intended from design day one
to be a home-away-from-home for the proud locals, as seen
in the resulting main lounge area, with its impressive doublesided gas fireplace and inviting chesterfield lounges.
There is no escaping the focus on food at the Gregory Hills
Hotel (GHH), a long bistro counter fronting two-dozen
bustling kitchen staff. Lines to order can snake out the door,
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Gregory Hills gaming room, by Paul Kelly Design

and the GHH team soon began drink service to the queues.
This area also offers the dessert bar and one of the two coffee
bars, beside the kids play area.
Outside offers a covered but open-air courtyard with TV arrays
and custom furniture, and ‘deck bar’ – an open-sky space

THE PRINCE HOTEL KIRRAWEE

AHA NSW 2017
Hotel Of The Year City

A $12 million award winning Greenfield site presents a new hotel
for the Sutherland Shire.
A new benchmark for contemporary design and quality finishes.

Stephen Flannery, Managing Director
P +61 2 9289 3700 | M 0411 475 757 | E sflannery@fugenconstructions.com.au

MAJOR FEATURE
“Every community needs a place they can watch the game
with a beer, listen to live music and enjoy a casual meal with
family and friends,” says Jamie Malouf.
To the south of Sydney, Kirrawee is a rapidly growing suburb
just 25 kilometres from the CBD. Also no newcomer to
construction, Chris Feros’ group envisioned a massive familycentric new location for the area.
The Prince was designed by Humphrey & Edwards in
collaboration with Feros Group executives, with construction

protected by a discrete retractable roof that automatically
unfurls if rain is detected.
The land chosen overlooks bustling Gregory Hills Drive, across
from the huge site of a private hospital and shopping complex,
in the middle of a commercial hub, just a few hundred metres
from an area slated to end up with 8,000 new homes over the
next eight years.
“The design was carefully developed so that everyone has an
area of the pub they can call their own,” says the architect,
Tom Bergstrom. “The bistro and lounge area have been
designed with different zones in mind so that the crowd can
naturally build up and move gradually from the more diningfocused area through to the lounge area.”
Unlike most publicans, the Maloufs had built a greenfield site
before, in Eastwood, demolishing an old tyre warehouse to
create the Landmark Hotel.

Chris Feros at The Prince

Prince Hotel
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full gaming facilities, a huge restaurant, multiple function
spaces and a 2,000 capacity Grand Ballroom that quickly
gained fame as a world-class space for big international acts.
It first appeared in the consciousness of Australian patrons
and industry when it burst open in 2011, but was the result of
several years planning by the Comiskey family, which boasted
a strong background in construction in other sectors.
The massive pub swiftly took out the QHA’s award for Best
Entertainment Venue, and again the following two years, and
at the AHA National awards. This year’s QHA awards saw
its trophy wall reach a tally of 25, and younger sister venue
notching up number eight.
Eatons Hill Hotel beer festival

by hospitality specialist Fugen. It features a large island bar
at its heart, surrounded mostly by high tables, with more low
tables and dining toward the back half, near the kids’ area, so
all the families gravitate there while adults can sit near the bar
without feeling like it’s a crache.
The outdoor area is beset with an assortment of table
arrangements and shady palms, under a truss roof that guides
electric roller-shutters, with roll-down clears completing the
weatherproofing when required.
The Prince was a four-year project, including securing the
necessary licences, with construction cost coming in at over
$12 million, which doesn’t include procurement of the 20
permits and gaming machines.
“We’ve designed this around the suburb and the people and
the demographic of what’s here, and it’s been a huge success
for us,” explained Chris Feros.
“The exciting thing about this venue was building it from
scratch. We looked at all the venues we had, drew up all the
negatives and we tried to deal with them. The flow of it and
the way it all works, it’s just a dream pub to run.
“Greenfield sites are part of our business plan. We like them
because you’re not buying a business, you’re building a
business, but also, because it’s hard. There’s quite a lengthy
process involved, and not an easy one, so it does knock a lot
of people out of the running. The Prince from go to woah was
a five-year project. To be able to fund it all the way through,
support from the bank is important, obviously.
“And making sure you’re hitting the right pinch point with the
community; making sure what you’re building is right and
works. It’s not tried and tested, it’s all new. Hopefully there’s
blue sky at the end, but we do the homework to make sure it’s
the right thing.”
South-east Queensland is one of the hottest markets in
Australian pub real estate, with international investors and
hoteliers around the country vying for a slice of sunshine.
Eatons Hill Hotel (EHH) is a behemoth of a pub set on a huge
6-Ha block in Brisbane’s northern suburbs. It offers eight bars,
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Rob Comiskey

Far from satisfied with having one of the best pubs in the
State, the Comiskeys went ahead and built another, even
larger, opening Sandstone Point in 2014, set on seven hectares
of waterfront overlooking Bribie Island.
Its stand-out feature is a sprawling outdoor area sweeping
down to the water that has become a destination site for
stadium-style international acts, and the Sandstone Rocks
concert series.
In 2018 it again took the prize for Best Outdoor/Non-Enclosed
Facility, complementing Eatons Hills’ recent cache of four
gongs and showing the greenfield builds continue to prove
relevant and influential.

MAJOR FEATURE
“It’s good to get recognised for something we put so much
effort into, and continually raise the bar not only on ourselves
but everyone else as well,” said a humble Robert Comiskey.
“To be recognised again and again blows us away.”

been renovations and extensions, hospitality specialist Tom
Bergstrom counts several ground-up builds, including two
currently on the books, in the Hunter Valley and Western
Australia.

As impressive as EHH was as a pub, the original structure was
largely forerunner to its most recent and biggest element, the
$45 million 4.5-star accommodation and retail complex, with
90 rooms, including two two-bedroom penthouse suites, and
Eatons Hill Village, offering a Woolworths and 15 specialty
stores.

The in-construction Huntlee Hotel on Wine Country Drive is
a project for Australian Hotel and Event Management Group.
It has allowed a structure to be designed from scratch that is
tailored to suit the type of entertainment that will be on offer,
which Bergstrom says is inherently easier than trying to retrofit an old building.

And not to be outdone, Sandstone Point is on the cusp of
opening its resort-style mega-project in conjunction with
Big 4 caravan parks. The enormous centre, beside the pub
grounds, offers 192 sites, a pool, water park, tennis courts,
bocce courts, jumping pillows, a kids’ playground, gym, adults
games room, bike tracks and more, with room for further
expansion in the future.

Yet another project he is designing is a knock-down re-build,
which tends to be a rare occurrence as the result of a tough
decision to close a venue for an extended time.

Open to stay from 1 November, Comiskey says it has
reportedly broken all Big 4 pre-opening records, requiring
three staff manning the phones, taking bookings up until the
end of 2019 into a resort that hasn’t yet opened.

Bergstrom believes there are quantifiable advantages, as an
architect, to a new build versus a renovation.
“Typically there is less risk during construction as there are less
unknowns compared to opening up and renovating an old
building. The construction period is much faster as well, with
no need to stage works to keep an existing business trading.

DESIGN AND BUILD

“Working with a new build we’re often able to design a more
ideal layout, since we’re not restrained by existing structure
and walls. Renovating, we usually have to do structural rework to get an operationally efficient layout.”

Unlike some renovations, greenfield builds require the
skillset of an architect to detail the overall design and all the
mechanics of a modern structure. But the relative rarity of
greenfield builds means not too many architects have had the
pleasure.

Another clear benefit is simply the ‘new’ – typically bringing
better construction techniques and material efficiencies,
including more advanced plant and equipment. And with
these come the financial benefits and depreciation that help
offset the outlay.

Although the majority of his hundreds of projects have

“There’s definitely value in being able to maintain an

Sandstone Point Hotel
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existing business and trade through a renovation,” offers
Bergstrom. “But most greenfield sites are typically new
businesses in newly developed areas, so the value is in having
a brand new asset that should not need a major overhaul for
many years.
“I believe it’s worthwhile going through a bit of a cost-benefit
analysis, comparing a renovation to a knock-down-re-build
proposal. Councils are getting more aggressive in requiring
major compliance upgrades when renovating old buildings;
the two main areas almost always affected are fire safety
and equality of access, which can add significant costs to a
renovation.  
“There’s something fun about working with an existing pub
despite the inevitable surprises that always seem to come up
along the way, but I think if a publican is considering a new
business on a greenfield site, it can be a great opportunity.”
New England Construction (NewCon) has completed over 160
hospitality projects, including the Malouf’s Gregory Hills Hotel.
Principal Stephen Geissler offers multiple advantages of “fresh
canvas” greenfields, against staged renovations, where cash
continues to flow, but compromises can also compromise
results. Beginning with the challenge of securing a good plot,
a build requires all the non-physical nuts, bolts and licences
to turn a building into a business, and a long lead time
before any financial return, but correspondingly, there will be
substantial revaluation of the land asset at the end.

“You’re taking the risk that people will actually come,” suggests
Geissler. “Good sites are very hard to find, and you have to
consider adjoining neighbours and surrounds; new venue,
new location, new neighbourhood.”
Ultimately, there is much to consider in the cost of the land
and build versus an existing operational building plus refurb.
“It’s about the ‘overs’ you’re paying the existing operation;
buy well and believe you can do it better than the previous
owners.”
Fugen director Steve Flannery notes there are other positive
from the construction point of view, such as typically better
site access and deliveries that don’t have to work around
trading hours. New means no surprises with services or
capacities, and not building within an operating hotel
eliminates any issues with patron safety and comfort.
Flannery also points to the difficulty in finding a site, adding
that a long DA process usually follows, potentially bringing
concerns around public opinion, traffic, parking, etc.
Compared with renovations, Fugen report a similar cost per
square metre, but stress the opportunity to “futureproof the
design” with calculated operational advantages and better
infrastructure, such as solar and smart meters.
“The design with a greenfield pub is not compromised by
an existing footprint, so you achieve better functionality in
planning the front and back of house areas.

Gregory Hills Hotel
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“Also, the changing demographics and function of a hotel can
be better achieved with a greenfield site.”
Entering a large, new and well-planned district the GHH
secured approvals in August 2015 and work commenced the
following month. Construction took place on a well-accessed
2,200sqm site, and the flexible development facilitated a
carefully considered job that was completed four weeks ahead
of schedule.
“We looked at the site constraints and constructability of
the design to maximise the opportunities of the site,” noted
Geissler. “By doing this, we were able to save large sums – in
the hundreds of thousands – through minor changes that
would not affect the end user experience.”

THROUGH THE HOOPS
Renovations manifestly incur fewer hurdles by sheer virtue of
being a business that already exists, and even one that closes
will resume trading far earlier, however this capex must be
judged and justified by the increase in revenue. They also
bring the disadvantages of retro-fitting modern requirements
in egress and compliance, and access in built-up areas can
cause major delays, particularly if street closure and cranes are
involved.
New areas such as Gregory Hills may bring challenges of a
different kind; sometimes new land allotments are yet to have
services such as power, gas, electricity and internet.
“At Gregory Hills, we were waiting for authority power supply
and a dedicated kiosk sub-station. This meant 80 per cent of
the project ended up being built with genset power,” recalled
Geissler.

are key financial differences between asking banks for what
is effectively venture capital as opposed to investing in a
business providing income from day one.
“Most people when considering developing a greenfield pub
take a long-term view, knowing it is likely to take two or even
three years before the business will start to mature. Many if
not most publicans would therefore suggest that a greenfield
build is just too risky.
“Current legislative restrictions in Queensland mean it is often
harder for those publicans looking to develop a new build
hotel, particularly in terms of gaming machine authorities.
Unlike NSW, the regulations here are less conducive to a new
site. NSW allows publicans to source entitlements from other
hotels, metro and regional, where in Queensland acquiring
authorities is regulated by government through the Public
Trustee Tender Process, which take place about every four
months, with no guarantee of numbers.
“Publicans seem prepared to pay the going rate of $172,490
per entitlement, plus the machine, similar to NSW’s figure of
approximately $180,000, the frustration comes around their
availability. Perhaps there should be a concession pool of
authorities for new build assets.”
Pubs in NSW hold a total of 22,835 EGMs amongst a
population just shy of eight million, meaning one machine per
350 people. Queensland has a cap of 19,500 operational EGMs,
equating to one machine per 256 people, suggesting the
acquisition of machines is a greater problem than the number.
Despite their comparable price, average earnings vary wildly
between metro and regional areas, and the $9 million outlay

“Early building contractor involvement is critical to provide
up-to-date project cost forecasting to the client, giving them
opportunity to make a change if they wish.
“The same three key issues effect a successful project
outcome: time, cost and quality. An increase or decrease in
any of these will a have resulting effect on the others.”
Queensland is seeing significant population growth. Latest
figures show over 83,000 people moving to the State in the
past year, joining a population now over five million. The
majority have settled in the south-east, driving much of the
economic growth and putting upward pressure on housing
and development.
Queensland’s freehold going concerns are tightly held,
despite strong demand from within the State and an
increasing number of inquisitive hoteliers from further south.
Subsequently, there are a number of prominent greenfield
builds in the works, in the north, in booming Townsville,
and closer to Brisbane, such as the Flagstone site recently
contracted from PEET, and big 1-Ha site on offer at Rochdale.
HTL Property’s Queensland director, Glenn Price, says there

Eatons Hill Hotel accommodation wing
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for a full complement in the Sunshine State is a tough one to
get past the financiers, particularly when there is no guarantee
on when – or even if – they will be acquired at all.
“I think they need to encourage new taverns in certain areas,
like outside the CBD. Encourage new sites,” suggests Rob
Comiskey. “We’ve got major growth corridors through southeast Queensland, and building those pubs and making that
infrastructure and creating this employment is hampered.
Some have massive potential, but to build a pub in them, it’s a
$20 million investment.”
COHA Group is an independent design and project
management company specialising in hospitality. It manages
on a client’s behalf to ensure oversight in all aspects of the
process, including Council and approvals. Principal Paul Coory
believes a critical part of greenfields is establishing a multidisciplined team early, covering acquisitions, legal, regulatory
consultation, working with town planning, design and concept
– feeding into business strategies, modelling and financial
projections.
“Some architects don’t appreciate budgets, while some
builders don’t appreciate design,” suggests Coory. “A lot of
venue managers and owners often don’t get the best value
out of a development because they have no-one truly on their
side during the process.”

HINDSIGHT AND
LOOKING FORWARD
Arthur Laundy’s Marsden Park Hotel & Brewery is on track to
finish ahead of schedule, likely to open late March. Despite
being a newcomer to new builds, the celebrated pub veteran
has new lessons from the experience.
“I’ve learned to keep plenty of money up your sleeve, it’s a
bottomless pit,” he says. “At the start you don’t worry you’ve
got the money, but then it does get a little out of hand. And I
think you’ve got to keep architects under control; they tend to
get a bit carried away.
“It’s not like buying a pub, where at least you’re turning over
some money. You’ve got to make sure you make every post a
winner.”
The coming year will see widespread construction at the
S-E Queensland Priority Development Area (PDA) of Greater
Flagstone as what is effectively a new city is built, slated for
50,000 homes for 120,000 people. The scale of development
means master planning is crucial to ensure core infrastructure
is in place when people move in – importantly including a
local pub, which provides a flow-on effect and employment to
its community.
“Hotels and taverns have long been seen as an integral part
of a community,” suggests Glenn Price. “Traditionally there
has always been the sentiment that a good pub can be the
hub of a community, and while businesses have evolved, that
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sentiment still stands today.”
The pending Waterfront Tavern within the $2.3bn Shell Cove
development at Shellharbour, two hours south of Sydney,
is soon to confirm the successful hotelier for the site. The
selected bidder will work with Frasers Property Australia in its
massive project with Shellharbour City Council, building a new
community and town centre, and one scheduled tavern, on
1,086sqm literally overhanging the water, due for completion
in 2021.
The town centre is due to open this month, bringing retail,
restaurants and community areas. Council hopes Shell Cove
will become a regional attraction, further serving the growing
location population, forecast to increase almost 23 percent by
2036.
“With the right early engagement, you can drive a lot more
value and efficiencies in design, layout and programme before
you even hit site,” says FDC’s Peter Stait, building Laundy’s
pub-brewery. “You have the opportunity to really hit all the
high notes, when it comes to achieving the peak configuration
of a modern and flexible layout, cutting-edge architectural
expression, and ideal operator functionality.”
Stait says it is “never too early” for consideration of
‘constructability’ or a construction value engineering
assessment. The Marsden Park project had a two-year preconstruction phase consisting of concept and DA design,
review period of 12 months, then detailed design work and
construction procurement. The actual build, including fit-out,
will be around ten months; greatly aided by pre-planning of
materials, trades and construction coordination.
FDC see the broad value proposition of greenfields as
significantly higher, if only because the hotelier has the rare
opportunity to inject experience.
“Hotel operational briefs, and customer demographics and
their expectations, have evolved significantly in the last 20
years – let alone the last 80 to 100 years, when most of the
current hotel building stock was introduced.”
Arthur Laundy has lived most of his life in the same house in
Strathfield, and although currently making the move to nearby
Cabarita, will remain a local to his new gig at Olympic Park.
Despite a legion of hotels, and more freeholds leased to ALH,
Laundy Hotels is still largely a family affair. Son Craig is very
involved with the building, while his daughter Justine and her
husband Nick Tindell work closely with Arthur’s long-time
assistant Robyn Gumbley, who does much of the design on
their projects.
“They will be something we’re really proud of … a real family
show,” Laundy says of the greenfield projects. “My mum and
dad built the Twin Willows in 1964, and I can remember how
excited they were, and this is really the first one I’ve built.
“But I still think I’d rather buy hotels than build them. A lot less
headaches.”

BEER BUSINESS

Styles on the Rise
The dynamic craft market is bringing more beer
styles to the public consciousness. Australian
Brewery sales manager and craft beer sentient
David Ward reports
Breweries are turning out new takes on different styles of beer,
seemingly on a weekly basis. This innovation and creative
drive is pushing the brewing industry forward and maintaining
the interest of the drinking public.
Some beer styles that have done well in the U.S. haven’t
necessarily translated to Australia, but two styles in particular
have made a big splash over the last couple of years.

XPA
We can probably thank the Coopers family for the persistent
popularity of Pale Ales in Australia, but we have to thank
our American cousins for the emergence of the XPA. While
this is an often-debated style category, it seems to fit best
somewhere between a Pale Ale and an IPA. My favourite XPAs
have all the hop character of an IPA, but the lean malt profile
more in common with a Pacific-style Pale Ale.
A great example, such as the Philter Brewing XPA, has
backed up the hype for the style with big wins in the Pale
Ale categories at both the Australian International Beer
Awards and Craft Beer Awards over the last couple of years.
Perhaps the biggest success of this style in Australia was
Nail VPA winning a silver medal at the World Beer Cup in the
International Style Pale Ale category this year. While slightly
harder to define, the Nail VPA would be in the same category
as most XPAs, but with a higher ABV at 6.5 per cent.

NEIPA
NEIPAs – or New England IPAs, sometimes referred to as
juicy or ‘hazy’ IPAs – have sprung out of the East Coast of the
United States. Made famous by Heady Topper by Alchemist
Brewing, the style has been expanded upon all around the
world by breweries throwing their hat in the ring.
Fundamentally the beer is a big unfiltered IPA that has been
assertively hopped. Brewers use various techniques to
achieve the hazy look and feel, as well as the often tropical
fruit flavours. Some of these include specific yeast strains, dry
hop timing and techniques, lower bitterness and high protein
grains.
Examples within Australia that have made a splash in the
market are Jedi Juice by Hop Nation Brewery, and also Man
Shakes Hand at Cloud by Old Wives Ales. The importance
of keeping the beer ultra-fresh and refrigerated causes
distribution issues for brewers trying to drive a national
release. A batch-to-batch mentality keeps the beer fresh
and keeps punters looking out for it, as they disappear and
reappear from fridge shelves.
While it is hard to predict what is coming next for the
Australian beer industry, we can be certain that the creativity
and innovation of brewers around the country will keep us
guessing … and of course, drinking.
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TRENDING NEWS
BIG SALES ON
SYDNEY’S SKIRTS

Guest also owns and operates the Jeremy Moss Hotel in Moss
Vale, 21 kilometres west, and decided he couldn’t do both
justice. Sale of the freehold for circa $3 million included a
vacant adjacent block, adding to the pub’s 4,046sqm.
Manenti Quinlan report the buyers are an un-named syndicate
based in Wollongong possessing a “mix of hospitality and
broader business experience”.

PUBLIC HOUSE SHAKES
UP PADDINGTON AND
PORTFOLIO
Mitchell Waugh announced a shake-up of Public House, with
a comprehensive makeover of the Woollahra Hotel, scheduled
for unveiling early 2019, more of the same at the nearby Royal
Paddington in the back half of 2019, and ending the three-year
management deal PHMG had to operate Mosman’s The Buena
with owners and old friends the Fallon family.
Hunt Hospitality capitalised on interest in the Hunter Region
with sale of the award-winning Rutherford Hotel to the
growing O’Hara-Malloy collection.
The pub is a large-format broad business on 2,553sqm around
40 minutes’ north-west of the Newcastle CBD. It boasts a
5am licence, well-patronised public bar, and gaming room
with 19 EGMs. Sean O’Hara and Mark Malloy already operate
the thumping Bradford Hotel and Windsor Castle nearby, and
topped a competitive line-up of interest for the off-market sale
sources report was circa $6.5 million, through HTL Property
and Moore & Moore Real Estate.
Sam Arnaout has also invested further in the Hunter, picking
up Cessnock’s famous Peden’s Hotel through Moore & Moore
R/E in the biggest transaction for the region.
Peden’s is a two-storey corner pub built on 1600sqm in the
heart of town, adjacent to the entertainment and theatre
precinct. It counts a large bar area and restaurant, nine
accommodation rooms and gaming with 18 EGMs.
Iris Capital, under Arnaout, has been moving heavily into the
Newcastle-Hunter region, most notably leading the massive
East End development in Newcastle, and reviving Australia’s
oldest operating winery, Dalwood Estate.
The group ‘bedded down’ progressive expansion in the area,
and just 30kms from the vineyard, Peden’s presented the ideal
situation.
“We’ll be able to welcome it nicely within the Hunter family,”
offers Arnaout.
Adrian Guest and family divested the iconic Robertson Inn
in the Southern Highlands, as he shifts focus and looks to his
other pub.
Robertson is around two hours’ drive south-west of Sydney,
counting just over 1,300 permanent residents. The twostorey Inn was established in 1887 on the pass through the
mountains and has become a destination for discerning diners
and weddings, drawn to its welcoming environment and
quality offerings.
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“We are tremendously proud of what we have achieved in
re-establishing The Buena as the heart of the community
and fulfilling our brief to introduce the Fallon family to the
hospitality industry,” says Waugh.
“As always, PHMG will continue to look for investments and
opportunities whilst ensuring we engage and give back to the
communities.”
It is understood the new partnership of Nick Wills and Simon
Tilley will assume operations at The Buena.

NEW NSW LIQUOR REG’S TO
BRING DRUG PERSPECTIVE
NSW Liquor & Gaming heralded a new era in venue analysis
with the Liquor Regulation 2018 changes, taking effect 1
September, including compulsory drug reporting.
The regulator says any venue required to maintain an
incident register will need to ensure they record incidents
involving “possession or use on the premises of any substance
suspected of being a prohibited plant or drug”.
The new requirement will allow government to develop a
better picture of how drugs are influencing behaviour in and
around licensed premises, and reduce drug-related incidents
being bundled into alcohol-fuelled violence statistics.
Venues have been assured drug reporting will not lead to
judgement on that premise.
It is yet another for Kings Cross, but some concessions have
been made there, including discontinuing the Approved
Managers system, and requirement to report hourly alcohol
sales from 8pm every day, after government determined
the masses of data collected “has not proved useful from a
compliance or policy perspective”.
After years of blurred lines in data on illicit drugs and alcohol
in public places, a coal-face source of collection could go a
long way to reducing the demonization of businesses selling
alcohol, particularly as figures show alcohol consumption
continuing to fall.

TRENDING NEWS
SPRING BLOOM
Iris Group quietly opened a brand new heritage pub in
western Sydney heartland, restoring and converting a threestorey structure opposite Campsie Station proximate to two of
the State’s best-performing gaming pubs, the Campsie Hotel
and Oasis on Beamish.

as the “cherished local it has always been” forewent the usual
bare-bones overhaul, giving the public bar and major areas
little more than a “lick of paint” before reopening street level.
Further plans, including a pop-up food concept over summer,
are yet to be revealed.
Entering the group after the highly successful ‘Bottoms Up
Sydney’ promotion throughout June, offering 49 per cent off
all drinks across all Merivale venues, Hemmes says the new
family member needed its own.
“The Royal just missed out on being open in time for the
campaign, so we wanted to do something special for Bondi.
The pub means a lot to the area and we’re really excited to
join the neighbourhood.”
Michael Thiele and Craig Ellison unveiled their rebuilt
Hardiman’s Hotel in Kensington, turning a new page for the
duo.

A run-down mix of 10 oversized apartments atop mixed
retail, the building is reminiscent of a classic suburban pub.
Campsie has not had a new pub in 65 years, and Iris’ vision
was a premium venue with cutting-edge betting facilities and
a restaurant, and 22 serviced apartments above.
A hotel licence had to be relocated within the highly regulated
LGA, along with 27 EGMs. Iris worked with Council and
IHAP on a restoration sympathetic to the building’s heritage
status that saw most of the internals removed, and facilities
upgraded.

The pair were the drive behind the former Open Door Pub
Co, which grew to 17 operations before selling its complete
portfolio to Dixon Hospitality back in 2015.
After a break, the pair negotiated purchase on the Hardiman’s
freehold mid-2017 through CBRE, having eyed its potential for
years, believing the rapidly developing area was “crying out”
for a modern hospitality operation.
Built in the 1870s by the Hardiman family as the Clarence
Hotel and designed to resemble a boat, it took on its current
moniker under owner-operator Timothy Hardiman in the
1940s.

Having opened in April to gauge local reaction, Arnaout
reports the group is ready to gear up its presence in time for
summer.

Thiele and Ellison executed an extensive 13-month renovation,
reopening for September in anticipation of the unfolding
Spring Carnival, being just 1km from Flemington Racecourse,
in north-west Melbourne.

A week later, Iris announced plans optimising its big-format
Wentworth Hotel in Homebush it bought in 2014 from Rod
Salmon, which it saw as increasingly out of step with the
onslaught of development in the region.

OXFORD ART FACTORY
MANAGEMENT TRIAL A HIT

The project has delivered a $6m door-to-door renovation,
including a 150-seat dining area and state-of-the-art kitchen,
big beer garden, massive kids’ area, big gaming room with 30
EGMs, and two traditional TABS plus digital betting, on a big
5,600sqm block under a 24-hour licence.
Under Iris the pub has risen from the 200s to #25 on the
Liquor & Gaming rankings, opposite Top 5 performer, the
Markets Hotel.
Merivale reopened its new Bondi icon, ushering in a preserved
past, approaching pop-up dining concept, and half-price
drinks throughout October.
Justin Hemmes snatched the iconic Royal Hotel on Bondi
Road late 2017, paying the long-standing Moulding family
an opportunity-based $30 million for the tired old local.
Merivale took possession in July, and wanting to preserve it

Deakin University oversaw an official trial of specialised
training to reduce patron incidents at a Sydney live music
institution, with dramatic results.
The Oxford Art Factory (OAF) agreed to officially trial the
Special Alcohol Service Hospitality (SASH) course, with
progress and results monitored by professor Peter Miller and
doctor Nic Droste of Melbourne’s Deakin University.
All OAF staff, including management, bar and security,
underwent Three Cheers Training’s SASH program. Through
the six-month trial, the venue recorded a combined 44 per
cent reduction in incidents, comprising 43 per cent fewer
patrons approaching intoxication, 66 per cent fewer reaching
intoxication, and zero violent incidents recorded this year.
Importantly, the results were achieved with no significant
change to revenue. Licensee Mark Gerber encouraged Sydney
operators to “share the positive results”. (Full report HERE).
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